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The Slopes

The Slopes are re-imaged into a lighter design
with some remolding. All trees and shrubs are
left in their original locations, no additional
dense greenery is added to ensure the
panoramic views of the bay and reshaped St
Kilda Triangle from the Esplanade.
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The Solar panels

Long low retained walls can be used as benches.
The surface between them is covered with
grass, as previously.
The area on the roof of an underground car park
can served (after some additional temporary
construction) as a scene for cultural events,
rather small in the scale. Therefore the Slopes
in new form, can served as an amphitheatre.
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The Circles
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Central Stairs

The stairs serve as a connector of the interior of St
Kilda Triangle to the beach.
Circles, made from concrete or similar material, allow both:
- seating, especially in warmer days, just for a small rest or a talk with friends,
- physically activity, mainly all kind of jumping, both for children and adults,
especially suitable during colder periods of the year.

No additional decoration on the retained wall
adhered to the stairs, but the steps will be
decorated by incorporating the long light bulbs
into step risers.
Each step is higher at the wall of the underground
car par and lower at The Circles area.
The proposed arrangement of area close to
pedestrian walk over the Jacka Boulevard enables
in future to build a pedestrian bridge over this
street.
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The Slopes
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The Circles
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The Wall
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The Wall

The Solar panels 4

Almost all existing palm trees, growing along Jacka Boulevard, will be
preserved. Only one, located more inside the Triangle, should be replanted,
e.g. to The Corner.
No new palms will be planted along Jacka Boulevard due to very unfavorable
locations regarding solar exposition after construction of the underground car
park. Therefore the wall will be decorated only with pattern, being a mirror of
the arrangement of solar panels.
The surface on the roof of the underground car park will be boarded with a long
pot, to assure the safety of users of this area.
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Stairs
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The Corner
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The Corner

The Corner has two purposes: side
entrance to the area of the roof of the
underground car park and the shelter
of this area from the big traffic of
Jacka Boulevard.
All existing trees will be maintained
in their placed with some added
greenery.
No additional decoration on the
retained wall adhered to the stairs, but
the steps will be decorated by
incorporating the long light bulbs into
step risers.
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